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The Park Archeology program in the;Ghesapeake!;and Allegheny Clusters is conducted by the
Philadelphia Support. Office, the Valley Forge Center for Cultural Resources, Park Archedlogists
dt the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, Gettysburg National Military Park, and
Cultural Resource Managers in individual parks. Ft is conducted in cooperation; with the Boston
Support Office and the-National Center for Stewardships and Partnerships to ensure both ReV \ \
gidnal and National consistency in the preservation of these important resources. Every "jpafk
within the.Chesapeakeand Allegheny Clusters coritairissignifictmtarch^
with
many representing the sole surviving evidence of the events that the pafks are' charged with
commemorating. Theptpgram seeks to identify those resources, evaluate;their eligibility to the
National Register of Historic Places, and incorporate their stdries'ihfo interpretive prograrhs that
reveal the nature of both the event and archeological inquiry. Ihe programjn the .Northeast v_
Region also seeks to raaSf^a^10M<deiship in the archeological discipline. Tn^'b^re^l'cT^xX' ;i
Historic Archeology, the international body of historic sites archeology, names its highest honor
for Jean C. Harrington, the National Park Service ArcheOlogist widely active in thu-NOrtheastp.'-Region. J.C.Harrington, along with John Cotter (former Regional Afcheologist) are recognized
as founders of historic sites archeology; achievements which must be both celebrajhmlarid advanced by today's managers;\\
v
« \ \ ,.<;.'•••-''"pp^-p.
The amended National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) authorizes the Secretary to guide and
coordinate Federal historic preservation activitiejs, including Federal archeological activities. ;,
"I IK- secretary is required to report to Congress oh various Federal: archeological activities by \Section 5c of the Archeological and Historic Preservation Act (AFIPA) and by Sections 10c and
13 of UheKrcliaeologicaFResources Protection Act (ARPA), as amended. ARPA Uniform
RegulationJp. 19 requirespFederal land manages to provide archeologyprogram information to
the Secretary of the Interioffupon request of the Secretary, for to report. The questionnaire
ifesphnseSul^ a critical element in the Secretary's report. \\,
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TbSltoirbwing pages cpntein the response from toelChesapeakepand Allegheny Clusters and
combine information from all of the entities cpndueting archeological, activities including the ;.
Denver Service Gentec Applied. Archeology Center which conducts substantial compliance ~" ~
activities in support of park development. The report is divided into three sections reflecting the
questionnaire: Part ,1 summarizes survey and compliance activities such as the Systetowide - U Archeological Inventory Program (SAFP), Section 106 arid 110 Compliance, and the Archcolpgical Resources Protection Act (ARPA) permitting process. Section 2 summarizes thriTxriown,.
information on archeological sites such as number, National Register Status, and suxvey-corn^f ;
pleteness and constitutes the "uncertified data" for GPRA. Section 3 summarizes implementation of the non-permitting components of the Archeological Resources Protection Act. Each
section contains highlights of the significant achievements as well as. summaries of overall >-;...
activity. Questions regarding individual projects should be directed to the specific parks. Questions or comments on this report may be directedtofhe Archeology:Program Coordinator) v * ~ '
Philadelphia Support Officer' '"'""" ..--'"]''v^C •

Systemwide Archeology Inventory Program
Jamestown Island Archeological Survey
Colonial National Historical Park completed the five year survey of the Jamestown Unit through
a cooperative agreement with the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation and the College of William
and Mary. Archeological oversight was provided by the Valley Forge Center for Cultural Resources. This multidisciplinary project was designed to identify the archeological resources and
to place them in their geological, environmental, and social context. Concurrent studies were
conducted to identify in-ground resources through extensive remote sensing followed by limited
excavation, geological and environmental reconstruction of the past 12,000 years of Jamestown
Island, a re-analysis of the collections from prior studies, and an exhaustive historical study.
Excavation within the town focused on reevaluating previously identified structures to determine
their functions and occupation dates, and investigation of the "industrial" area adjacent to Pitch and
Tar Swamp resulting in new interpretations on the
development of the settlement. An island-wide
survey identified 58 historic and prehistoric sites
including early outlying sites from Jamestown;
two of them will receive more testing during the
spring of 1998. Reanalysis of the artifact collections from past investigations substantially contributed to the project.
Contextual studies were extensively used to place the archeological resources in perspective.
The geological study indicated that Jamestown Island had been more stable in the past centuries
than previously thought, increasing the likelihood of site preservation. The paleobotanical study
provided the local environmental context for the development of English lifeways in Virginia.
All site and environmental data has been incorporated in the park's GIS system for analytical and
management efficiency. An exhaustive historical study has aided in providing the social context;
owners of property and dates of transfers allow analysis of the colony's economic system in fine
detail. Over 1128 historical references have been annotated and form a core for future studies.
Educational activities were an important
focus of the project. The park hosted
both regular and advanced field schools
for students and developed and presented
remote sensing training courses. The
project also hosted a special training
class for park interpreters on interpreting
archeology to the public. One dissertation has been produced from the study,
along with the Jamestown Island survey
report. An additional 8 volumes are
expected to be completed during FY98.

Archeology of Rural Mountain Settlements
Archeological survey of Corbin, Weakley, and Nicholson Hollows at Shenandoah National
Park, conducted over three years through a cooperative agreement with the Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation, was completed in 1997. Home to at least 460 persons prior to removal, these communities had been studied in the 1930's and served to imprint the image of
hillfolk as living in an earlier era and lacking access to modern technology and amenities. Archeological survey afforded the opportunity to reexamine this portrayal, as well as examine the
depth of historic settlement, evaluate the extent of native American activity, and serve as a
starting place to understand the nature of cultural resources throughout the park. Seventy-seven
sites were located within the 2500 acre project area.
Survey revealed that contrary to the 1930's
studies, the population actively participated in
the consumer culture of the time, they made
choices regarding their subsistence and economic
lives - choices and decisions that changed over
time and were tempered and shaped, but not
determined by, the natural environment. Corbin
Hollow, adjacent to the Sky land Resort, was the
last settled and dependent on tourist income that
disappeared with the Great Depression. As the
most accessible and least affluent community, it
served to characterize the region for decades. Investigation of the material record there indicate
the popular descriptions were overblown; lessons that have been integrated into the park's new
interpretive programs and literature. Examination of historic records indicated farmers produced
significant surpluses, providing the cash necessary to purchase the diverse consumer goods
evidenced in the archeological record.
The survey also served to characterize the historic resources across the entire park. Sites were
located on flat land adjacent to water sources; attributes that make them attractive for
development actions and overuse by the public. Natural actions such as tree falls and fire have
the potential for eradicating the vernacular log architecture.
Results of the survey were integrated into the everyday
resource management operations through the park's GIS
system. In addition to the layers for natural resources, the
study combined site location information, integration of
1937 landuse maps, USGS Quadrangle maps, and aerial
photography to create a powerful tool for analysis of
settlement patterns, community development, and their
relations to natural features.
The park will continue to support and expand the project
in FY98, focusing on the potential effects of fire and fire
management activities. Through this process, the needs
of both natural and cultural resources may be proactively
managed.

French and Indian War Sites Evaluation
Under a Cooperative Agreement with the Department of
Anthropology, New York University, a literature review
of all existing historic documentation was completed in
anticipation of a four (4) year archeological investigation
to evaluate five (5) French and Indian War Period Sites
for National Historic Landmark District nomination. Other
sites, both Euro-American and Native American Indian,
which can be identified as to be associated with this period will also be assessed for their inclusion into a landmark nomination. Testing is to begin in fiscal year 1998
at two of the previously identified French and Indian War
Period blockhouses. An anticipated result from this study
will be the construction of an Historic Trail, utilizing a
portion of the "Military Road" from the Walpack Fort over
Kittatinny Mountian to Fort Johns, the headquarters fort
for the New Jersey Colonial Defense System. Interpretive
wayside exhibits as well as archeological exhibits along
the proposed trail and at the historic Van Campen Inn and
Walpack Church will be the product of this five-year investigation.

Spindle House Archeological Identification
The Spindle House was destroyed during the Battle of the
Wilderness on May 5, 1864. Representing a middle class
slave-holding farm of the region, its archeological significance is enhanced by the detailed historical records including
a probate inventory from the prior year. A remote sensing
survey conducted under contract by KCI Technologies of
Mechanicsville, Pennsylvania including magnetometry and
soil resistivity, identified an likely location. Preliminary
testing identified a period occupation and additional testing
awaits funding.

Booker T. Washington National Monument
Booker T. Washington National Monument which
preserves the birthsite of the African American leader,
contains the remains of a small-scale slaveholding farm.
An archeological Overview and Assessment was begun
by the Philadelphia Support Office in coordination with
the General Management Plan and an Ethnographic
Survey. Activities were limited to scoping and negotiation for a cooperative agreement with Sweet Briar
College.
Colonial National Historical Park
Colonial National Historical Park began
the first year of an anticipated three year
overview and assessment of the Yorktown
Unit. Through a cooperative agreement
with the College of William and Mary and
the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, the
park began a literature search and review
of the previous fifty years of archeological
investigation.
George Washington Birthplace National Monument
George Washington Birthplace National Monument
preserves the archeological remnants of the Washington family plantation and is a model for the study of
the European adaptation to the Chesapeake region. The
first year of an anticipated three year Overview and
Assessment was begun in FY97 by the Valley Forge
Center for Cultural Resources with activities limited to
scoping and negotiation for a cooperative agreement
with the College of William and Mary and the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
Petersburg National Battlefield
Petersburg National Battlefield contains the largest collection of earthworks and trenches preserved from the Civil
War. The first year of an anticipated three year Overview
and Assessment was begun in FY97 by the Valley Forge
Center for Cultural Resources with activities limited to
scoping and negotiation for a cooperative agreement with
the University of Maryland.

Assateague Island Submerged Resources

In 1750, a Spanish frigate named La Galga was driven aground on Chincoteague Island in a storm
while escorting a convoy of treasure ships from Havana, Cuba, to Cadiz, Spain. The ships crew
salvaged her cargo and other contents, including treasure, before she broke up. Her remains have yet
to be positively identified. In 1802, a Spanish treasure ship named Juno wrecked and sank off
Assateague Island. Her remains have yet to be positively identified.
Sea Hunt, Inc., a commercial salvage company based in Manchester, New Hampshire, has been
conducting archival research and remote sensing surveys of two tracts of submerged land off
Assateague Island to locate the wreck sites of La Galga and Juno In 1997, they applied for and
obtained a permit from the Virginia Marine Resources Commission to locate and recover underwater
historic property. The permit gives Sea Hunt, Inc., a fair share of the objects recovered or, at the
discretion of the Virginia State Historic Preservation Office, the cash value of its fair share. Fair
share is defined as 75 percent, with the Commonwealth of Virginia retaining title to 25 percent. In
addition, in 1997, Sea Hunt, Inc., applied for and obtained a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers to dredge a multitude of holes in the sand to recover buried artifacts.
The Commonwealth of Virginia owns the bottomlands within Assateague Island National Seashore
and claims title to abandoned shipwrecks located on its bottomlands. The Department of the Interiors
Solicitors Office and the Department of Justice have advised the park that it has regulatory authority
over the waters but not the bottomlands. As a result, the park can issue a special use permit governing the salvage company's boating activity but cannot prohibit the salvage activity.
At the request of the Service, Sea Hunt, Inc., has agreed to postpone entering Assateague Island
National Seashore to conduct its dredging and recovery activity until a special use permit is issued.
While proceeding to process the special use permit, the National Park Service notified the Embassy
of Spain about the pending commercial salvage activity. Personnel from the National Park Service,
the U.S. Department of Justice, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration met with
Spanish Embassy personnel to discuss preservation and protection of archeological and historic
resources, including Spanish shipwrecks in U.S. waters. Personnel from the U.S. Department of
State subsequently met with Spanish Embassy personnel to discuss matters of sovereign immunity
over Spanish shipwrecks in U.S. waters. On February 26, 1998, the National Park Service received a
letter from the Embassy of Spain asserting that La Galga and Juno are the property of Spain and
asking the Service to take whatever steps are appropriate to protect the ships from disturbance. The
National Park Service is consulting with the Solicitors Office and the Department of Justice on how
to proceed.

Section 106 Compliance
Independence Central Utilities Project
Archeological monitoring for construction of the
central chilled water plant at Independence National
Historical Park revealed two wells and a cistern. Data
recovery from these features, necessitated by their
placement precisely on the locations of a pile
foundation designed expressly to minimize impact to
potential archeological resources, produced a
abundance of materials especially faunal and
botanical remains unique to the city's archeological
record. The well also contained evidence of military
activities including artifacts associated with the
British troops garrisoning Philadelphia in the winter
of 1777-78 and provide an excellent comparison with
remains of the Continental Army from Valley Forge
and other sites. The Eastern Applied Archeology
Center of Denver Service Center has coordinated
project design and provided field supervision
including the ongoing analysis of these materials by
John Milner Associates.

Colonial Pate House Adaptive Use Project

The Pate House at Colonial National Historical Park is being considered for adaptive reuse as a
restaurant requiring waterproofing of the basement and disturbance of a portion of the backyard.
The survey of the back yard and the testing around the house's foundation, conducted by Colonial Williamsburg's Department of Archaeological Research, uncovered a previously unidentified historic site (44Y0755). Tests at the northern end of the property, revealed the presence of a
late eighteenth-century shell midden feature. In and around the house, testing revealed deep
stratigraphy representing the early eighteenth through the twentieth centuries, but no builder's
trench. In view of the site's historical significance, high research potential, and excellent preservation, the site is considered eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.

Gettysburg National Military Park
Gettysburg National Military Park is replacing sewer and water
service to 25 historic structures over a distance often miles. Archeological testing over 26 weeks was conducted by contract, supervised
by the park archeologist. In addition to the known historic sites, five
prehistoric sites were identified, primarily from the Late Archaic
period. The project resulted in avoidance at three sites and the design
of nine holding tanks to avoid long and extended sewer line connections at historic sites like the Rose Farm, the Slyder Farm and the
Wills Farm. Over 38,000 objects have been ANCS cataloged and
report preparation is underway.
N e w River Gorge National River
Archeological testing of campground improvements at New River
Gorge National River resulted in the identification of a new prehistoric site. Based upon the discovery, the facility improvement
design was modified to avoid the site. The project was conducted by
the Valley Forge Center for Cultural Resources, the Philadelphia
Support Office, and personnel from New River Gorge National
River.

Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area
A preliminary archeological investigation for the proposed 27 mile
long multiple use trail was begun at the beginning of FY97 under the
direction of the park archeologist. Approximately 11 miles of the
proposed trail was completed. A total of two archeological sites and
preliminary boundaries of two previously documented archeological
sites were identified. Funding for the remainder of the trail is pending. The 11 mile portion was accomplished by using three archeologists temporarily assigned from Harpers Ferry National Historic Site
and a total of 16 high school upperclassmen volunteers, and two ar-

Steamtown National Historic Site
The final draft of the three volume compendium detailing the archeological compliance activities at Steamtown from 1989 to 1995 was
completed by the Applied Archeology Center of the Denver Service
Center. The volumes, containing 19 individual reports covering all
aspects of the work, also contain a useful Reader's Guide and summary of the findings from each project. These resources and their
investigation and interpretation add to the understanding of the physical history and development of steam railroading.

Section 106 Compliance Field Projects FY97
BOWA
COLO
DEWA
EDAP
FONE
FRSP

GETT

GEWA

HAMP
INDE
MAWA
NERI
VAFO

Replacement of Accessibility Trail
Reed St. Wastewater Lift Station Monitoring
Multiple Use Trail (11 miles)
Replacement of S Reed St. wastewater lift station monitoring
Maintenance area water line and well testing
Install interpretive trail, wayside and vegetative Buffers Chancellors. NB testing
Install interpretive trail, wayside at Wilderness NB testing
Chatham wayside testing
Cemetery water line testing
Bigg's Ho. cable installation monitoring
GPU electric line on Lefever St. monitoring
Jones' Battalion drainage testing
Earl Broomhead salvage testing
Redding garage testing
Redding complex monitoring
Redding lightening protection monitoring
EISE fire suppression testing
Sewer line testing at Hoffman Ho. and at EISE farm 2
Longstreet's Monument testing
Longstreet's Monument monitoring
Federal Hwys Monitoring ph. 1
Electric line Rt. 15 monitoring ph 2
EISE chiller unit installation monitoring
Spangler's field water valve replacement monitoring
Horse trail replacement over Roger's site
East Cav. field Ag. tiles replacement -2 farms
Memorial House Accessibility testing
Water system drain lines testing
Relocate frame shed monitoring
Sewer pump line testing
Bull pen post holes monitoring
Bull pen ramp monitoring
Traffic counter installation testing
Install poles for electric line monitoring
Graff House Steam Line monitoring
Reconstruction of Porches testing
Improvements at Grandview Sandbar and Army Camp testing
Yellow Springs Road repairs testing
New Sign Proj. # 96005 monitoring
Phase I Landscape Rehab Arch monitoring
Knox-Tindle House monitoring
Arch testing

Archeological Resources Protection Act
Petersburg National Battlefield

In late March, rangers received a "Parkwatch" tip from a concerned citizen regarding possible
ARPA violations occurring within the park. On the evening of April 1st, two men were observed
within the battlefield, but could not be safely apprehended. A check of the area revealed numerous freshly dug and refilled holes. Following a daylight survey of the crime scene, a strategy for
capturing the suspects on a return trip was developed. The two camouflage-clad, 33 yeas-oldmales - subsequently identified as John N. Walker and Jeffery S. Blevins - were caught well
within the park's boundary around midnight on April 5th; they had in their possession metal
detectors, entrenching tools and freshly dug artifacts. Over 2,000 Civil War artifacts with a
market value in excess of $4,500 were recovered through search warrants and interviews of the
suspects. An assessment of the nine-acre crime scene coordinated by archeologist John Wright
of the Delaware Water Gap NRA assisted by archeologist Julie Steele of the Valley Forge Center
for Cultural Resources placed the archeological loss at over $50,000, making this the largest
Civil War ARPA violation on record.
On July 8th, Walker and Blevins pleaded guilty in federal district court to one felony count each
of conspiracy to violate ARPA. Interviews of the suspects revealed that they had operated freely
within the battlefield since December, 1995. They admitted wrong doing and stated their activity
was prompted by the second government shutdown. Said one of the men: "I figured they were
getting ready to sell the place off for a subdivision, so I might as well get my share of the artifacts while they were there. After all, its not like this stuff is going to grow back." Ranger Mike
Bremer served as lead investigator on this case, which was successfully concluded and prosecuted at the park level.
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form the interpretive center of the park and contain the park's most important
Civil War archeological resources.
Petersburg National Battlefield received $110,000.00 in the Fiscal Year

PRESS RELEASE

1997 to begin an Archeological Overview and Assessment of the Battlefield. The
area of Fort Morton and the Taylor House were to be the focus of the first year of
the project. Due to the illegal excavation by these defendants, the study has been

Helen F. Fahey, United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia,
Robert Stanton, Director, National Park Service, Department of the Interior, and
Michael O. Hill, Superintendent, Petersburg National Battlefield, announce the
sentencing of two individuals who previously pled guilty to violations of the
Archeological Resources Protection Act. Jeffrey S. Blevins, age 33, a resident of
Petersburg, VA; was sentenced today by the Honorable U.S. District Judge
Richard L. Willaims to 5 months incarceration, 150 days home detention with
electronic monitoring, and restitution in the amount of $25,467.08. John N.

compromised.
Beginning in December of 1995 and continuing until April 1997, Blevins
and Walker illegally entered Petersburg National Battlefield Park at night and,
using metal detectors and entrenching tools, dug over 240 holes and excavated
over a thousand civil war artifacts from the site of Fort Morton. Artifacts such as
belt buckles, canteens, harmonicas, buttons, bullets, cartridge cases, knapsack
hooks - all from the Civil War - were illegally removed from the National
Battlefield.

Walker, age 33 , a resident of Colonial Heights, VA, was sentenced today to 4
months incarceration, 120 days home detention with electronic monitoring, and
restitution in the amount of S25.467.08.
The Petersburg National Battlefield commemorates those who fought and
died during the Siege of Petersburg, a pivotal chapter in the Civil War. The most
historic portion of Petersburg National Battlefield includes the area containing
Union Fort Morton, Batteries 13 and 14, and the Taylor House. These resources,
along with the Crater, and the Confederate Picket Line opposing the Union lines,

This case is the largest theft of civil war artifacts since Congress passed the
Archeological Resource Protection Act in 1979.
The total loss to the National Park Service for the repair and restoration
costs combined with the archeological value is S50.934.16.
The case is being handled by Special Assistant United States Attorney Sara
E. Flannery, U.S. Attorney's Office, Richmond Division.
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